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MEASUREMENT OF MODEL PROPULSION SYSTEM
NOISE IN A LOW-St EED WIND Tt NNEI.

James II Diedrich and Roger W Luirlcn,
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44115

Abstract

Methods are presented tur making oecr:rll and di-
rectional acoustic measurements with toncard velocity
in the Lewis 9 . 15 v/STOL Wind Tunncl. Overall
acoustic measurements are discussed first The acous-
tic calibration methods, instrumentation features. and
types of experiments are presented. Selected data are
presented as examples of the various types of oveuall
measurements that are passible The method of making
directional acoustic measurements is then presented
The necessary alterations to the tunnel. specialized
acoustic instrumentation, and calibration details are de-
scribed. 1'he results indicate that relative overall
acoustic measurememts can be made so(-cessfull y and
that directional acoustic measurements are feasible

Int raiuc•lion

One of the principal national technical goals is to
improve the environment and quality of life by the rc
duction of all forms of pollution	 In the cicinih of air-
ports thv noise caused by arriving and departing air-
planes is one form of environmental pollution that can be
alleviated In response to this goal. the NASA-Lewis
Research Center has been active in investigating and re-
ducing propulsion system noise. A low speed wind tun-
nel originally constructed to study the aerodynamic per-
formance of model propulsion systems at takeoff and ap-
proach has recently been modified so that It can also be
used to study the acoustic performance of model propul-
sion s y stems Reverberant and directional acoustic
measurements are made of prtirulsion ,ystem inlet ra-
diated noise. This paper describes the aerodynamic and
acoustic features of the tunnel. presents pertinent do
sign and acoustic va'idation data, and presents examples
of the models used and the data obtained.

Wind Tunnel Description

The low speed test section is located in the return
leg of a wind tunnel circuit that includes the 8 . 6 loot
supers,mic test section 1f!g. lo. The low speed test sec-
tion is 9 feet high and 15 feet wide. Airflow leaves the
drive compressor, passes through the high speed test
sectton. is diffused to a low y clocit y and ducted to the
return leg containing the low speed test section The
air velocity in the 9 - 15 foot test section is controlled
by the flow control doors shown in Fig. 1. A portion

of the flow is removed to reduce the %vlocil% ill the lest
section to the desired value. Makeup air re-enters the
inlet doors downstream from the low speed test section to
maintain proper conditions at the face of the main drive
compressor. Air velocities Irom 75 to 250 feet/second
150 to 150 mphi can he obtained in this manner

The test section is a great distalncc Irom the main
drive compressor. Helmholtz resonators downstream of
the 84 foot test section remove ver y low frequency noise.
A large acoustic muffler is incorporated in the trans-
verse leg of the turmel flow circuit downstream of the
8>6 foot test section. Acoustic battles and wall treatment
are located immediately upstream from the flow control
doors in the return leg. Consequently, compressor noise
at the 9 , 15 foot test section is reduced to a low value.
Additional acoustic treatment covers the end wall normal
to the flew downstream from the low speed test section
adjacent to the air dryer building to reduce the reflection
of noise generated in the test section. The air dryer up-
stream from the tunnel drive vompres>or suppresses the
compressor noise that might propagate upstream W the
low speed test Section. Further details of the 9 - 15 foot
wind tunnel can be found in Ref. I.

Reverberant Acoustic Measurements

Static Measurement,

Overall acoustic measurements are made in the
large chambers upstream and downstream of the test sec-
tion that approximate reverberant rooms. The walls of
the flow circuit of the main tunnel are constructed of
reinforced concrete and the test section walls are cov-
ered with plywood which enhances their use as rever-
berant enclosures The slots in the test section walls.
evident in Fig. 21a). reduce the magnitude of the aerody-
namic corrections required to arrive at free airstream
test results. The "end walls" of the chambers have a
sigttific•ant acoustic absorptivity so the chambers are only
approximately reverberant By definition the character-
istics of reverberant rooms are such that the sound pres-
sure level is independent of location.

Your microphones are used in each chamber, as
shown in Fig. 2(b). The microu ,horc locations were
selectei l from prior acoustic testa with the objective of
avoiding the node points of standing acoustic waves. The
variation and rept•oducibility among the four microphones
at each loc ation in response to a calibration noise source
in the test section was typically =2 dB. Research acous-
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tic measurements arc made b y recording all of the mi-
crophone signals simultaneousl y on tape. The signals
are then processed through a unc-third octave analyzer
and digitized for computer anal y sis. Further processing
is clone• by a computer program which eliminates the mi-
crophone signals in each third octave band that differ
from the average sigma by 3 dB. The remaining signals
arc averaged If all signals fall within :1 dB of the new
average, the reading is accepted and the average signal
used for clata. If any one of the remaining signals differ
b% 3 dB or more, the reading is rejected. Thu final
third octave spectra are displayed on plots generated by
the computer and used to compute overall sound pres-
sure levels. Narrow band spectra can also be obtained
directly from the data tapes for detail analysis If de-
sired.

One of the characteristics of reverberant enclosures
is that the shape of reverberant sound spectrum differs
from the source sound pressure spectrum. This is be-
cause there is a frequency selective attenuation of sound
pressure in the reverberant field. Corrections :are re-
quired to account for the effects of room geometn and
acoustic properties as well as the iemper •alure and rela-
tive humidity of the surrounding atmosphere. For each
third octave frequenc y band, corrections were calc•ulatcd
according to the method given in Ref. 2. Typical results
of the calculations ar• shown in Hg. 3. The data shown
were obtained from a test of a 15-inch diameter fan re-
ported in Ref. 2. The correction factor is shown as a
function of frequency. As shown, the corrections to the
data are greatest for the higher frequencies and ap-
proach :10 dB in some cases. Consequently, when com-
paring reverberant spectra care must be exercised to
use the corrected data.

Other characteristics of thu .i—embly of adjoining
reverberant rooms ti c the upstream chamber • the
test section, .and the downstream c•hamberi are discussed
in Ret. 3. Calibration tests indicated that there is an
unequz-1. division in source sound power betwecm the three
chambers. This division of source sound power was
found to be depeandent upon the location of the source in
the test section. Consequently only relative overall
acoustic comparisons can be made directly from the mi-
crophone measurements but absolute source power levels
can be calculated using an acoustic calibration of the as-
sembly of reverberant rooms.

Measurements with forward velocity - Overall
acoustic measurements under forward velocity lest con-
ditions can also be made using the same microphone in-
stallation described previously. Air velocities in the
settling clambers where the microphones are located
are of the order of 15 to 30 fret per second 00 to 20
mph). The microphones have streamlined nose cones
and are positioned facing upstream to further reduce the
effect of wind noise Consequentl%. microphone wind
noise is small.

The general types of acoustic data that are obtained
for model propulsion systems under forward velocity test
conditions is illustrated by the next series of figures.
Figure 4 shows a 20-inch diameter fan model mounted in
the low-speed test section. The model fan is powered by
an air-driven turbine contained in the fan core section.
'rhe turbine drive air supply line is routed through the
mode. support as shown. The model can be positioned
at various incidence angles by rotating Ilm entire model
about in axis which passes through the centerline of thu
air supply pipe.

Figure 5 shows reverberant acoustic data obtained
from the '20-inch diameter fan model for a fixed value of
tunnel velocity and a single value c: fan speed. The var-
iable for this example is the model incidence angle which
varies from 0' to 50"	 T`.nc values of Si l l. in cIB are
plotted for the respective one-third octave frequency
bands. For reference. the tunnel hackgtound noise spec-
trum is shown for the tunnel alone without the fan oper-
ating As a general rule, :my sound pressure level in
excess of 10 ciP of the background sound pressure level is
considered to require no corrections for background
noise. Consequentl y , the data shown in Fig. 5 are valid
from at least 1000 to 10,000 hertz. Figure 5 illustrates
the effects of inlet Row separation on sound pressure
level. It was determined from rake measurements at the
fan face that the flow is attached for 0` and 30' incidence
angle and is separated at 40° and 50° incidence angle
(The rakes were removed for the acoustic measure-
ments. ) The relativel y large increase in broadband noise
for separated flow is apparent.

This model gives the Interaction between the inlet
Row distortion and fan source noise. This is an advar-
tage if only the overall realistic result Is desired But
this model also has the disadvanLige that no distinction
can be made between noise propagating from the inlet and
exit of the fan duct because it is not possible to separate
the two effects in a reverberant enclosure. Ilu nce, if an
inlet was used that atteswated inlet noise a great deal, its
effectiveness would not be evident

A model that overcome:: the above noted disadvan-
tages and is thus a very useful inlet acoustic research
tool is shown in Fig f Here the inlet airflow is
achieved by connecting the inlet via ducting to the labora-
ton' exhaust system dig. Glair The ducting Is acous-
tically wrapped and there is no "fan exit" noise as was
the case with the model fan. The noise source is a 5. 5-
inch diameter fan acting like a siren ifig. Gib)i• Rods
and screens were placed in front of the • fan to increase
the level of the source noise. The fan is contained in-
side the 13-inch diameter model Inlet ifig f ian with it.,
axis aligned with the inlet axis in an attempt to retain
some of the acoustic mode: characteristics of a faan.
The speed and noise of the fan, and the :airflow through
the research inlet are mutuall y Independent Aerody-
namic and acoustic measurements can be made simul-
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taneously with this apparatus.
Figure 7 Illustrates typical narrow band spectra

obtsained with this apparatus. Spectra are shown of the
fan noise for two inlet flow conditions and of the wind
tunnel alone noise (fan off and zero inlet flowi. The data
of interest is usually the suppression of inlet radiated
noise that occurs at the blade passage frequent  (RP Fl
of the sire The significant parameter is denoted as the
sound pressure level reduction. J(SPL) BI , F•. and is cal-
culated as shown on Fig. 7 A reference no-suppression
condition is usuall y established as shown and the
.%(Spl.)B11F. is merely the difference between this refer-
ence curve and the data curve at the fr(Klueney of inter-
est, The maximum measurable sound pressure lec'el re-
duction occurs when the data spectrum level is reduced
to the wind tunnel alone level.

Typical results are presented in rig. N for several
high throat Mach number inlets, where the reference no-
suppression condition is for ;in average inlet throat Mach
number M T - u f. The increase in suppression with in-
creasing throat Mach number above NI T = 0.(i fs verp
marked. Also. the inlet pressure recoven' decreases
and this is accompanied by an Increase in flow distortion.
Additional information on modals and test techniques for
this apparatus can be found in Refs. 5 to 9 inclusive.

Directional Acoustic Mcasurement,

One of our goals was to make directional noise mea-
surement, on a 20-inch diameter fan in the 9 - 15 foot
test section. The problem of accomplishin g this is per-
haps most clearly explained by starting with the discus-
sion of the problem of making directional measurements
in a hardwall test section.

Hnrlwall test section - It is possible to make direc-
tional acoustic measurements In a hardwall ireverberant)
wind tunnel The approach taken was to position the mi-
crophone sufficientic close to the model so that it is lo-
cated In the direct acoustic field. This region is where
the sound pressure level is inversely proportional to the
square of the distance from the source and is above the
reverberant noise level Acoustic measurements made
in the direct field have directional properties whereas
measurements made in the reverberant field are diffused
and have no directional properties. Figure 9 illustrates
the direct and reverberant fields as measured In the
9 + 15 foot test section with hard pl ywood walls The
distance at which the reverberant and direct acoustic
levels are equal is called the Hall radius. Measurements
In the 9 • 15 foot wind tunnel indicated a Hall radius of
above 3 feet at a 30° angle from the tunnel axis (fig 9).

Another consideration is the wind noise in the micro-
phone. With the microphone located In the test section
the microphone wind noise Is much higher than for the
location In the setting chamber where the microphones
were located for the reverberant measurements How-

ever, the source noise• level is also greater when the mi-
crophone is mounted In the test section so that the margin
above the background c • an remain adequate. Prellminan
studies were made using a M -inch diameter fan and an
array of microphones arranged as shown in Fig. lu. The
wind noise was minimized by fitting nose cones to the
ands of the microphones and aligning the microphones
with the tunnel urtlow so their angle relative to the air-
flow does not exceed :30° . 'rhis also places some con-
straints on the test angles of attack. The microphones
were positioned at a "--foot radius from the Inlet and were
therefore. within the Hall radius (see fig 9) • Tvpical
data and the microphone noise obtained from tests using
this configuration :ire shown un Fig. 11. the test model
was a :5 5-Inch diameter Lm mo inlet stnuts or screei.si
with an Wet having the profile shown in the  insert. The
protruding lower lip on the inlet creates a noise shielding
effect to reduce the noise level beneath the protuberance.
The data indicated that there wrs a C-S (Ili attenuatiun of
noise in the dovnward direction. beneath the protruding
inlet lip. These measurements served to indicate that
the fan noise exceed the wind tunnel background plus mi-
crophone wind noise so that it was feasible to make dt-
re• c• tional measurements in the test section.

To make directional noise measurements on a model
as large as a 20-inch diameter the Hall radius must be
extended to near the test section walls. This can unl y be
done by acoustic treatment of the walls.

Ac•oustic•all}' lined test section - Ali tour walls of the
entire test section was c •ov- • n • d with acoustic treatment
as shown in Fig. 12. The thickness of the lining was
chosen W permit accurate measurements at the lowest
frequency of interest A minimum value of 1000 llz was
selected based on the 2000 Hz blade passage fr •equmc% of
the 20-inch diameter fan simulator (see fig. Ii To pre-
vet acoustic energy from escaping. supplement.in
acoustic panels are located behind the slots is shown.

A cross section of the tunnel acoustic treatment is
also shown on the inset in Vig. 13 The acoustic ab-
sorber is a Lj -inch thick panel of fiberglass formboard
having an approximate density of G pounds per cubic foot
The acoustic material is contained in fiberglass rein-
forced plastic• trays and covered by a layer of fiberglass
cloth. The outer covering is a layer of 20-mesh stain-
less steel screen which serves as protection from the
scrubbing action of the tunnel airstream The acoustic
panels are reversible so that the tunnel can be config-
ured for a directional acoustic• test Isoft walb or a rever-
berant sound pressure• level test (hard walli.

Tests were performed W evaluate the acoustic ab-
sorptance coefficient of the panels for normal incidence
(ref. lU) and obliq ue incidence (ref. ID. The tests were
performed over the frequency range of interest. In gen-
eral, the fiberglass cloth and metal screen had little !f-
feet on acoustic absorptance for source frequencies
greater than 1000 Hz. However, for source frequencies
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of 1000 Hz or Irss • the acoustic absorptance of the
acoustic panels was reduced considerably. Conse-
quently, the tunnel acoustic • lining can be considered ef-
fective for source frequencies above 1000 Hz, the selec-
ted lower limit of interest.

Microphone installation - For wind-on testing the
microphone is mounted on a boom that can be positioned
about a vertical axis through the center of the inlet face
The microphone can be mounted on the• boom at radii
from 4 to 6 feet in 6-inch increments. Figure 13 shows
the boom and several raic • ruphones The two micro-
phones to the left are conventional Bevel and Kjaer (B&K)
one-quarter-inch diameter microphones fitted with nose
cones These are essentiall y omnidirectional micro-
phones. Ref. 12 The microphones are mounted on
w• eathervaning stands so that the microphones nhca%s
face directly into the tunnel flow, thus minimizing the
wind noise. The third microphone is a directional mi-
crophone. The porous strip is the directional element
and it must always point directly to the source. Addi-
tional details on the construction and directional char-
acteristics of porous strip microphones can be found in
Ref 13. The microphone is thus fixed in one position
relative to the boom and hence change: Its orientation
relative to the tunnel airflow as the boom is rotated to
various angles. In order to minimize wind noise, the
porous strip is incorporated in a streamlined section
and the vertical support is covered with a streamlined
weathervaning shroud

Acoustic validation - The validation of the 9 x 15 foot
ceet section for directional acoustic measurements in-
volved several tests. The first three of these tests were
performed at zero tunnel f7ou. The first test dealt with
establishing location of Hall radius at static conditions.
Figure 14 shows the arrangement used. The noise
source was mounted on the exhauster apparatus as shown.
Broadband and pure tone noise generators were used In
this series of tests. The microphone was mounted on a
moveable carriage that traversed on a pair of rails that
were attached to the boom. The microphone could thus
be traversed along the boom in a radial direction for any
boom angle. To acquarc the data, the microphone out-
put and carriage radial position were connected to the
axes of an x-t• plotter. For the teat results present d,
the calls were actuall y mounted on the underside of the
boom w minimize acoustic reflections. Typical radial
traverse data are shown in Fig, 15. The vertical axis is
the microphone sound pressure level in dB and the hori-
zontal axis Is distsnce in fret. Both signals required
processing through log convergers to permit direct rem
cording For the results shown a tone at a frequent • % of
4000 Hz war used. to tone is a more stringent test than
one using white noise. I the inverse square lai n dictates
a 20-dB reduction per decade increase in distance for
noise signals that are in the direct Row field and un-
influenced by the reverberant level. The lower line of

Fig. 15 shows such a variation out to a 10-foot radius,
the limit of the traverse. The Hall radius is th-j4 beyond
10 feet, a more than adequate value for the acoustic test-
ing of a 20-inch diameter fan model. The other two
curves on Fig. 15 show the effect of removing the acous-
tic treatment from the boom u per surface and using a
conventional microphone. Both the boom acoustic treat-
ment and the porous strip microphone were required to
achieve the best directional acoustic performance.

Another part of the acoustic validation was to com-
pare the acoustic levels of reproducible sources as mea-
sured in an anechoic room with those for the game
sources in the 9 x 15 foot test section. Figure 16 shows
data for a directional noise source. The value of sound
pressure level in (III is plotted against the Iwom angle in
degrees. The c• ontuiuous data were obtained from call-
bration tests performed in :an anechnic room (ref. 14).
The individual data points were obtained from tests per-
formed in the 9 x 15 foot test section using an omnidirec-
tional microphone. Data arc' shown for frequencies of
1000 and 8000 Hz. In general, the anechoic chamber and
wind tunnel data agree within 1 or 2 dB.

The next phase of the directional acoustic validation
used the source and model discussed earlier and shown in
Fig. 6. One of the purposes of this test was to determine
an acceptable rate of boom angular traverse. The inlet
was mounted on the exhauster apparatus and is shown in
Fig. 17. This particular inlet was the as y mmetric inlet
discussed earlier and shown in Fig. 11. it was chosen
for its directional acoustic characteristics. It was felt
that too high an angular sweep rate would distort the di-
rectional acoustic pattern and/or introduce additional
scatter in the data due to a reduced averaging time. The
microphone was mounted on the boom (i feet. from the axis
of rotation. The center of the boom rotation was located
below the center of the inlet face. The results obtained
are shown in Fig. 18. This is an on-line plot of sound
pressure level in the 1/3-octave hand centered at 10, 000
Hz versus boom angle in degrees. Data are shown for
angular boom rates of 21j' and 10' per second and wen•
obtained with a source frequency of 9600 Hz. The general
shape of the two cur v es is approximately the same. The
smaller scale fluctuations on the curv es are believed to
be caused by the temporal variations of the noise source.
The symbols plotted on curves are the average sound
pressure levels computed from a 30-second tape• re-
corded with the boom fixed at discrete angular positions
These average values agree quite well with the visual av-
erage for the data obtained with the continual traverse.
An angular traverse rate of 21 ' per second appears to be
an acceptable rate. At this rite. a one-way traverse
from -120' to -120' about the Inlet axis would thus take
about 1.6 minutes. Data for source frequencies of 6300
and 8000 Hz show essentially the same trends as the data
for 9600 Hz Data for lower frequencies displayed sev-
eral anomalies in the shape and are being studied further.
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Concluding Hemarks

The data shown for the 9 . 15 foot wind tunnel gener-

all y Indicate that with the hard wall test section rever-
berant acoustic measurements can be mark under atatiL•
anti forward velocit y test conditions. The relative

acoustic performamc• c of a wide range of experimental
configun.'ions can be determined and this type of system

has proveo to be useful in it variety of Investigations.

With the test section Itned with acoustic treatment, it is

feasible to make directional acoustic measurements in
the test section A directional porous strip microphone
mounted on an acousticall y treatea rotating microphone
boom can be used to acquire directiunat acoustic data
Validation tests under static conditions have been com-
pleted and validation tests under furward velocity c •onch-

Uons are presently being performed.
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